
AN INTRODUCTORY ADVENTURE TO
GET KIDS OFF-SCREEN & OUTDOORS

FOR ACTIVITY LEADERS & TEACHERS
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1. Welcome to the Wildcraft: Mini Game

“You step across the ridge and look down on a strange new land. Large trees loom overhead and wild 
creatures call in the distance. Was that the howl of a wolf?”

“Welcome to the Wilderwood. You are brave explorers who have been sent by your tribe’s elders into this 
biome* to learn if there are valuable resources to be found here. Rumours have reached you that precious 
stones like quartz, iron ore and even gold are just waiting to be found. There are natural items too in the 
woods which could help your on your quest. Are you up to the challenge?”

“Will you score the most XP and become the greatest explorer?”

*The word ‘biome’ is commonly used in video games such as Minecraft to describe the world within which 
the game is set.

2. Who The Game Is For

The Wildcraft: Mini Game takes the best things that kids love about their favourite video games and 
transforms them into a fast-paced outdoor experience that gets children off the screen and out into nature.

The game has been aimed at players aged 6-12 years. But younger or older children are welcome to play.

Ideally, your group of children should be split into equal sized teams in the game. If you were to have many 
children playing on their own, then you’d need to have a lot of prop resources ready made so that there is 
enough for everyone. With that in mind, we find that teams work better.

The game is perfect for school groups, outdoor activity centres, summer camps and holiday clubs.

3. Why ‘Mini Game?’

So why have we called this a ‘mini game?’ Let’s explain what that term means in the video gaming world…

A mini game is a short video game often contained within another game. A mini game is always smaller or 
more simplistic than the game in which it is contained.

Our Wildcraft: Mini Game is a simplified and condensed version of our full Wildcraft Adventure game which 
is a whole day’s outdoor gaming experience that includes bushcraft skills, monster attacks and much more. 
If your kids enjoying playing our mini game, then we think they would LOVE Wildcraft Adventure.

4. Overview & Aim of the Game

Wildcraft: Mini Game is, at it’s heart, a scavenger hunt that uses common elements from video games to 
enhance the experience with point scoring, trading and crafting. This makes the game really interactive for 
the players. 

Having run many outdoor education sessions ourselves, we have found that children love scavenger hunts, 
the idea of searching for treasures is just too exciting for them to pass up. So, we decided that this would 
become the focus for the Wildcraft: Mini Game. 

When we at Woodland Classroom run this Mini Game, it plays out over a couple of hours maximum. Once 
you’re familiar with the game you can alter the timings to suit your setting.
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Children play in teams, called clans. We have provided clan names for a maximum of 4 clans, but you can 
add more of these if you wish. Kids have to work together in their clan to find resources, trade at the 
market and craft items that will earn them XP.

Each clan competes to earn XP. But what does this mean, I hear you ask. This is a common term in video 
and roleplaying games, XP simply means ‘eXperience Points.’ The clan with the most XP by the end of the 
game wins.

5. Secretly Learning About Nature.

Included in this game are opportunities for children to 
find points of interest within the woodland such as 
mushrooms, wild fruits, insects, mosses and animal 
tracks. By including these within the game we hope to 
inspire children to want to search out more of these.

As the activity leader, you have the opportunity to treat 
each discovery as a chance to investigate deeper with 
the child and spark discussions about what they’ve 
found and the place of their finds in the wider 
ecosystem.

6. Using Your Own Experience

If you’re going to be leading a Wildcraft: Mini Game of your own then we have assumed that the lead adult 
has a certain competence and familiarity with outdoor education, working with kids and setting up a kid-
friendly play space.

What’s most important is that kids have fun in a safe play environment. Both yourself and the players 
should feel confident and comfortable with the activities so that they can enjoy themselves and have a 
positive experience with Wildcraft. If you need to change a couple of things within the game ot make it work 
for you and your group, go ahead.

7. Setting Up the Play Area

To play Wildcraft: Mini Game you need some wooded space that you have permission to use. You also 
need a designated central area, which you’ll call the basecamp. This is where you can base any 
supporting equipment you may have and it is also where you set up the market. Basecamp is the place 
where players gather to hear the rules at the start of the game, take any breaks and sit together for final 
scoring at the game’s end. It also gives a safe place where the adults can keep their own equipment and 
any resources they don’t want the players to touch…. yet.

You can make your basecamp as simple as a circle with logs to use as seats, or just ask the children to sit 
on the floor. It’s also a good place for them to keep their lunch boxes and personal belongings.

Next, hide all the resources and hang up the wild boar tokens in trees within the game area.

The last thing you’re going to need to do before the kids show up is to have ready one basket for each clan. 
These are where clans will store their found treasures. You can either choose to have them placed in plain 
sight near to basecamp or each clan can find somewhere secret to stash their basket, hidden from rival 
clans. We shall leave that decision to you.
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8. The Role of The Adults

One adult takes on the role of the Gamemaster 
(or GM for short). They keep a copy of the 
Players Guide handy, which sets out all the 
things that can be found in the game, what XP 
items are worth, at a glance. In our experience 
the kids often don’t have their own clan’s 
Players Guide with them when they come to 
ask you questions. So keep yours close and 
keep a copy at the market also.

The GM also keeps the scores (use pen & 
paper for this) and is responsible for awarding 
XP along the way as each clan completes each 
task to the GMs satisfaction. At the end of the game the GM will add up the XP and reveal the winning clan.

A second adult takes on the role of the Merchant. They are responsible for running the Market, making 
sure that players are trading the right resources for the correct items as listed in their Players Guide.

Any additional adults take on the role of Tribe Elders. Tell the kids that the Elders are the keepers of the 
knowledge to surviving in the Wilderwood and are ready to help the clans where they need it.

9. Clans

CLAN NAME CLAN COLOUR

Ruby Explorers RED

Sapphire Explorers BLUE

Diamond Explorers WHITE

Emerald Explorers GREEN

At the beginning of the game, players are split into clans.

In the full game version of Wildcraft Adventure, players can be Miners, Gatherers and Hunters too, each 
with their own special skills.

Giving kids a role like this gives them a character to fire their imaginations and build their play around.

10. The Players Guide

The Players Guide is essentially a quick reference sheet. This gives the players (and you) a run down of 
everything they need to know about what’s out there to find, what can be traded or crafted and how much 
XP each item or activity is worth.

Each clan receives one Players Guide to share between them.

You’ll see that some items in the game cannot be made if the players have not yet crafted a certain item.
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Examples
 Players cannot identify their pet insect unless they have an insect in their bug  

        pot already.
 Players start making potions without a potion jar, traded at the market for 2 

        iron ore.
 They can’t make a gold ingot unless they’ve already collected 4 gold nuggets. 

Take a look at the Players Guide and familiarise yourself with the elements required to build each item.

Also included on the Players Guide are the eight core rules. You should read these out before play begins 
and ensure that all children understand them… especially the rule about having fun.

11. Mining for Resources

There are resources hidden all around the play area. These are 
coloured rocks representing useful materials. Throughout the game 
players “mine” for these by finding them and putting them in their 
clan basket until they decide what to do with them.

Players can do three things with these resources:
1. They can trade them between clans – kids love making 

swaps.
2. They can trade them with the Merchant for items, which 

will help them progress through the game.
3. They can cash them in for XP at the market.

Players may wish to keep their resources in their baskets for a time 
until they are ready to trade with them or swap with others. That’s all 
part of the fun.

The five resources are:

QUARRYSTONE – grey rocks – worth 25 XP
FLINT – brown rocks – worth 25 XP

IRON ORE – red rocks – worth 50 XP
GOLD NUGGETS – golden rocks – worth 75 XP

QUARTZ – white rocks – worth 100 XP

To find out how many of each resource you will need to play the game, take a look at the Game Resource 
List near the end of this guide.

12. Wild Boar Tokens

There are also game tokens to be found. These are the Wild Boar that roam 
the Wilderwood. These can be either swapped with another clan or cashed in 
at the market for XP.

We recommend printing off a minimum of 4 wild boar tokens for the game. 
Wild boar are worth 50 XP each.

These can be hung up with string in the branches. You might also want to 
laminate them for improved durability.
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13. The Market, the Merchant & Trading

The Market is the place where players exchange the resources they’ve found for useful items. It’s a good 
idea to keep another copy of the Players Guide here, as kids often forget to bring their own copy with them 
to market.

An important rule to remember is that players can only use the market if the Merchant is there. 
Otherwise, the market is closed. This, of course, stops items being taken when you’re not around.

You can get as creative as you want in setting up the market. The more you put in, the more the kids will 
get out. Saying that, the market can be as simple as a table in the village area. All the items ready for trade 
are laid out for players to see. Kids love seeing all the things they might be able to trade for.

Any resources given to the Merchant by players are kept at the market and taken out of play.

When it comes to trading at the market and crafting items like potions, it’s important players understand 
that they need to gather certain resources or trade them at the market before they can have those other 
things. That’s essentially how the game works and it mirrors video games in that way too.

Example
Players must gather iron ore with which they can trade at the market with the 
Merchant. Two iron ore will buy them a potion jar. With this they can now craft 
magic potions, which will earn them more points.

14. Making Potions

Kids love making magic potions. They can get a potion jar from the Merchant. Give out just one jar per 
clan. You will also need a source of water at the market for the kids to use in their potions, a water butt 
works fine.

There are three potions to choose from in the Survival Guide. The more XP a potion is worth, the more 
difficult it is for players to find the listed ingredients.

Each clan can make all three potions if they want, that’s their choice. Once they have made a potion, they 
show it to the Gamesmaster for XP, empty it out and make another.

15. Finding Mushrooms

In the game, players need to search about the woods 
for real mushrooms that are growing. This can be 
easier or harder depending on the time of year. In the 
UK autumn is best.

Having the children out searching for mushrooms is a 
great excuse to get them looking closer at the 
woodland floor and any discoveries can be a great 
talking point between yourself and the kids, which 
could generate their further interest in nature.

WARNING: Some mushrooms can be poisonous so 
be sure to tell the children in advance that they are just 
looking for mushrooms. They must not touch or pick 
them. They simply show the found (in-situ) mushroom to an adult to receive their 25 XP.
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16. Pet Insects

Firstly, let’s just say that we at Woodland Classroom wouldn’t normally refer to the wild creatures of the 
woodland as ‘pets.’ But for the purpose of this game and to fit into the theme, that’s what we’re calling the 
insects that the kids hunt for, so that we’re speaking the gamer language which children will relate to.

Having a ‘pet or ‘taming’ a wild creature is a common activity in popular kids video games. So in our Mini 
Game kids will go on the hunt to find mini-beasts and bugs that they can tame by putting them carefully into 
a bug pot and examining them.

If the children want to gain even more points they can work with an adult to identify what type of bug they 
have caught.

We would emphasise to the children here that’s it’s important to take good care of out ‘pets’ during the 
game, not to shake the pot around and to make sure we put the bug back where we found it when the 
game’s done, or at least in a similar habitat.

17. Adding Your Own Challenges

You will see in the Players Guide that there are 3 empty slots, which contain no information. Yes, this is 
deliberate. This is so you can add in your own treasures, resources or wonders of nature for the children to 
find.

We know that every game of Wildcraft can be different, especially when played at different venues. So, 
there is scope here for you to make use of particular features of your site, or to add in some easier or more 
difficult challenges for your players, depending on their age and ability. Have some fun with this or even ask 
the kids what three things they would add to the list.

18. Take a Break

The Wildcraft: Mini Game is simple to play and you will find 
that each clan is at a slightly different stage of the game as 
play continues, with some kids picking up the concept of the 
game quicker than others.

Playing this game can be non-stop, adrenaline rush for the 
kids as they frantically search for items, so we like to schedule 
a break half way through the game, say about an hour in. This 
allows kids to get their breath, have a drink and whilst sat at 
basecamp we can check in with everyone to gauge progress 
and be sure that players understand all the items that can be 
found or crafted. Keeping with the video game theme, we say 
the game is “on pause.” Everyone gets some time out and it’s 
a good chance to answer any questions the children might 
have about the game.

19. Scoring

The GM is responsible for keeping the on-going score of each clan. Use pen & paper to track XP awarded 
as the game goes along.

XP is awarded in multiples of 25, so that makes the math a little easier.
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The GM should work closely with the Merchant to ensure that any resources that are cashed in for XP or 
traded items are not missed but scored as the game is played.

20. Final Scores & Declaring the Winning Clan

The GM doesn’t reveal what each clan’s final score is until everyone is sat around at basecamp at the end 
of the game.

Good sportsmanship should be encouraged here. It’s nice to be the winner, but what’s important is that 
everyone had a great time. You can choose whether you want to give a prize to the winning clan. We don’t 
do this ourselves, as we don’t want to put too much emphasis on the competitive element of the game.

Well….. that’s it. So get out there and have your own adventures with the Wildcraft: Mini Game!

So, you’ve read the How To Play guide, and you know how the game works. Here’s the list of all the game 
props and items you’ll need before you’re ready to play.

What You Need To Download & Print Out

1) Players Guide – 1 copy for each clan and 2 copies for adults as reference.
2) Wild Boar tokens – a minimum of 4 per game.

We recommend that before you take any guides and tokens out into the woods, that you laminate them 
first, or at least print a couple of spares in case the kids get them too muddy or wet to make them usable.

Making Your Own Game Resources

To represent the 5 resources in the game (quarrystone, iron ore, gold nuggets, quartz and flint) you can 
use real pebbles or rocks that are painted a colour to distinguish them. Just like this….

Alternatively, for a lower cost solution, you could simply source play items like balls, hacky sacks, toys or 
something else that is the same matching colour as the resources in the game. That’s how we started at 
Woodland Classroom.

How Many of Each Prop Do I Need?

Well, that depends on the size of your player group, or rather how many clans are playing the game.
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Below we’ve given you a summary table, which lists how many of each game resource we recommend you 
play with according to how many clans you have playing. Feel free to include higher quantities of resources 
if you want to encourage more trading in the game.

RESOURCES YOU NEED: A SUMMARY
No. of Clans

Resource 1 2 3 4
Quarrystone 6 10 14 22
Iron Ore 5 8 12 15
Gold Nuggets 6 11 16 20
Quartz 6 11 16 20
Flint 1 3 4 5
TOTAL
(resources required)

24 43 62 82

Quarrystones
(allow for 4 per clan, plus a few extra)
Quarrystone is the common building stone in the Wilderwood. You can use any large pebbles – grey is best 
colour – and it might help to mark them in some way to make them stand out from regular stones found 
around the play area. 

Iron Ore
(allow for 3 per clan, plus a few extra)
Players need iron ore in order to forge iron tools. We use pebbles or blocks that have been painted red, to 
mirror the red/orange colouring you get in real iron ore.

Gold Nuggets
(allow for 4 per clan, plus a few extra)
Gold & Quartz (below) are great resources for trading either with the Merchant or with other clans. We use 
pebbles or blocks painted gold or yellow.

Quartz
(allow for 4 per clan, plus a few extra)
We use pebbles or blocks painted white, but if you want to go to that extra effort you could source real 
quartz from the countryside. In many parts of the world it’s abundant and will cost you nothing but time to 
find it.

Flint
(allow for 1 per clan, plus 1 extra)
In ancient times, this was such an important resource for fire-starting and making stone cutting tools. They 
are purposefully rare in the game so that players understand their significance. It also encourages trading. 
We use pebbles or blocks painted brown.

Props & Equipment

Willow Baskets
(allow for 1 per clan)

Each clan needs one of these to store their resources in safely.

We say at the game’s start that the baskets must stay in the 
shelters rather than carrying them around filled with stones. This 
reduces the chances of the kids having an accident whilst trying 
to move heavy loads of rocks.
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Potion Jars
(allow for 1 per clan)

We use recycled, clear plastic jars. You don’t need to keep the 
lids. You can enhance these by tying on a loop of string or wire 
so players can hang their jar up in their shelter.

You could use glass jars as pictured here but be careful the kids 
don’t keep them in their baskets and throw stones on top. This 
could be a hazard!

Bug Pots
(allow for a minimum of 1 per clan)

These are also called Bug Viewers on the Internet. These purpose made jars 
are great for containing insects safely so that children can observe them up 
close. If you don’t want to spend any money on these though you could use 
recycled jam jars.

Thankfully the black, eight-legged fellow in this jar is fake

Insect identification Chart
Most outdoor activity leaders will have at least one of these already in their arsenal. If you don’t however, a 
simple ID book or chart will work fine. Be sure to get one that is suitable for your area. Here in the UK there 
are some great and affordable ID charts produced by the Field Studies Council. The one we use for 
identifying woodland bugs can be found HERE.

1 x Table
This is for your Market and at it’s most basic, all you need is a table to lay your items out. You can dress 
this up with more props and a tent if you like. It it’s going to rain, then you’re going to need a roof over this.

1 x Water Butt
You will need to be able to pour water into the potion jars as required.

1 x First Aid Kit
Ensure this is appropriately stocked for the activities you’ll be running. Hopefully this won’t even get 
touched during your game ;-)

Cookies
(you decide the quantity)
We use chocolate chip cookies. In exchange for one quartz a clan can get a cookie for each of their 
players. You can choose to limit how many times a clan can do this if you want.

http://www.field-studies-council.org/publications/pubs/woodland-name-trail-(mini-beasts).aspx
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GAME RESOURCE LIST
QUICK GLANCE GUIDE

Equipment & Consumables

Quarrystone First Aid Kit

Iron Ore Cookies

Gold Nuggets Table (for the market)

Quartz Water Butt

Potion Jars Bug Pots

Willow Baskets Pen & Paper

Insect Identification Chart or Book Wild Boar Tokens (print these out)

Player Guides (print these out)

ARE YOU READY FOR THE NEXT 
LEVEL?

“SURVIVE THE WILDERWOOD, BEAT THE MONSTERS, OPEN THE 
PORTAL.”

Wildcraft Adventure offers an immersive experience for players with both a 
half day and full game included in the package. This much larger adventure 
greatly expands the world of Wildcraft to include a whole host of activities 

which will enthrall gamer kids and get them hooked on the outdoors, 
including:

Fire-lighting  Shelter Building  Monster Attacks
Sharp Tool Use  Campfire Cooking

& much more
Go to www.wildcraftadventure.com to find out more

http://www.wildcraftadventure.com/
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We hope you and the children enjoy your adventures out in 
the wild, we certainly do.

And if you and the kids enjoyed playing this Mini Game then 
we’re sure you will LOVE the full Wildcraft Adventure game 
which expands on popular video game themes, taking them 
outdoors and setting even more challenges for the children. 
Visit our website or get in touch to find out more.

We wish you many tired, muddy and happy kids at the end of 
each day. Good luck! ☺ Lea Wakeman & James Kendall

Get more resources online by visiting 
www.woodlandclassroom.com

© Copyright 2016 Woodland Classroom. All Rights Reserved
Wildcraft Adventure is a registered trademark of Woodland Classroom

http://www.woodlandclassroom.com/


PLAYER GUIDE
You are BRAVE EXPLORERS in this new biome called WILDERWOOD.

You need to find resources, which will be useful in your quest.
Some of these resources can be traded at the Market.

The more things you find and the more things you craft, the more XP you can earn. 
Good luck!

First up, the Merchant will give you a basket to keep your resources in.

THINGS FOR YOU TO FIND
ITEM HELPFUL HINTS XP
QUARRYSTONE Grey rocks. Used for building in the Wilderwood. 25
IRON ORE Red rocks. A blacksmith can use these to make iron tools. 50
GOLD 
NUGGETS

Gold or yellow rocks. The Merchant can sell these to jewellery 
makers or to make coins.

75

QUARTZ White rocks. A precious stone, good for trading. 100
FLINT Brown rocks which are used to make sparks to start a fire. 25
WILD FRUIT
or NUTS

Look for trees or bushes that have wild fruit or nuts on them. 
Berries, apples, acorns and chestnuts are some examples.
Get 25XP for each type of fruit or nut that your clan finds.
WARNING: Don’t pick or eat any wild fruit or nuts unless an adult 
has said it is safe.

25

ANIMAL 
TRACKS

Can you find any tracks or signs that wild animals are living in 
these woods? Look for footprints, poo, old fur, feathers or an 
animal’s home, like a burrow. Show what you find to an adult.

100

MUSHROOMS
or
FUNGI

Show an adult where you’ve found wild mushrooms or fungi 
growing. There are so many types to see.
WARNING: Don’t pick any mushrooms! Just look, don’t touch!

75

CAMPFIRE 
STICKS

Campfire sticks are called kindling.
Find 5 really dry sticks each, which would be good to start a 
campfire with. To find out if the stick is dry, try snapping it. Does 
it make a “crack” sound?

100

PET INSECT 1 INSECT � 1 BUG POT
You could tame an insect. A bug makes a great pet… for a 
short time anyway.
Where do you think bugs can be found?
Make sure you take good care of your pet insect you find and 
put it back where you found it once you’re done.

50

WILD BOAR Look for tokens with a picture of a wild pig on them. 50



THINGS FOR YOU TO TRADE FOR
ITEM WHAT YOU NEED XP
BUG POT 1 GOLD NUGGET

Trade the gold with the Merchant to get a bug pot. You can 
tame a pet insect safely in here.

100

COOKIES 1 QUARTZ
The Merchant will trade you 1 cookie for every player in your 
clan, but you won’t get any XP for this. You choose!

0

POTION JAR 2 IRON ORE
Trade the iron ore with the Merchant to get a potion jar. Then 
you can make potions for more XP. 

125

THINGS THAT GIVE YOU BONUS POINTS
ITEM WHAT YOU NEED XP
IDENTIFY YOUR 
PET INSECT

1 PET INSECT  1 IDENTIFICATION GUIDE
The Merchant will have an identification guide that you can use 
to help you find out what type of insect you have caught.

50

POTION OF 
GROWTH

WATER  SOIL  TREE BARK  OLD LEAVES  1 SEED
Plants grow from seeds in the soil. When they die their leaves, 
wood and bark return to the earth to make more soil. Mix these 
ingredients up in your Potion Jar and then show your creation to 
an adult.

75

POTION OF 
HEALING

WATER  1 COBWEB  3 DIFFERENT MOSS
In the past, moss and cobweb were two ingredients used to 
heal people who were sick or wounded. Mix these ingredients 
up in your Potion Jar and then show your creation to an adult.

100

POTION OF 
PROTECTION

WATER  5 BRAMBLE LEAVES  5 NUT SHELLS
Spiky leaves protect some woodland plants. The hard shells of 
nuts protect the softer centre. Mix these ingredients up in your 
Potion Jar and then show your creation to an adult.

150

GOLD INGOT 4 GOLD NUGGETS
You need to trade in 4 gold nuggets together at the market to 
make a gold ingot.

200

RULES OF THE GAME
1. You must stay in your clans. No swapping.
2. No stick fighting.
3. You cannot visit the market if the Merchant is not there.
4. Remember, you can trade resources and items between clans if you want. 

But, all clan members must agree on any trade.
5. Do not damage anything that another player has created.
6. Do not steal items from other clans.
7. Do not pick or take from any living plants or trees unless an adult has told you 

it’s okay to do so.
8. Remember… HAVE FUN ☺

IF YOU BREAK THESE RULES, YOU COULD LOSE XP.

Copyright 2016 Woodland Classroom. All Rights Reserved    www.woodlandclassroom.com



                                  



                                 


